Introduction
In 1875 in paper [3], the first example of a discontinuous Darboux function was given. Since that tine, there have appeared many papers devoted to the study of the properties of those functions. It has turned out that the family of Darboux functions contains many other important classes of functions such as, for instance, derivatives ([3]), functions being approximate derivatives ([5] ), and even certain subfamilies of the classes of derivatives and approximate derivatives that oan take infinite values ([7] , [19] ).
The proving of a number of interesting properties for real Darboux functions of a real variable accounted for seeking a generalization of the notion of a Darboux function to the case of transformations defined and taking their values in more abstraot spaoes. It should be stressed here that, both in the case of real functions of a real variable and in mors general cases, there were also investigated functions whose definitions were "close to the definition of a Darboux function". Various generalizations of the notion of a Darboux function to the case of transformations defined and taking their values in more abstract spaces oan be found, among others, in papers [2] , [4] , [S»j, [11] , [ 13] and [14] . A list and an analysis of many such generalizations can be found in [6] .
An essential difficulty in finding a generalization preserving the properties of real Darboux functions of a real In this paper we shall disouse, emong other things, the problems of the measurability of the Banach indicatrix and the ? p variation of Darboux functions mapping R into R . Definition 1.
By the Banach indicatrix of a function f : E -• Y with respect to a set DcB we mean a function H® : Y --•* R defined in the following manner: K^(p) is equal Co the number of points of a set f( p) nD when this set is finite, or to +«> when the set is infinite (cf. e.g. [18, Definition 1, p.217] -in that definition, however, it was additionally assumed that f is a continuous function, which is a dispensable assumption in our considerations).
-

If D » E, then, instead of the notation
we shall write H^, In paper [17, Theorem 2] it was proved that if X ie a locally connected, second countable Hausdorff space and f t X R is a connected funotSoa (i"a. f maps connected sets onto connected sets), than
Is of the second class of Baire. In view of this recall; bb well as those discussed above, the following question seams to he interestingt is the 2 ? Banach indicatrix of a function f ; R H with espect, for instance, to a closed eegmerri always measurablei The answer to this question is negative (the constructing of such an example is very simple when f is a function whose Banach indicatrix takes the value 0 and onlyj the example below will show that there exist Banach indicatricas of Darboux functions whoBe oeasurability "spoils" st finlteness). Note that f « goti, where h is some continuous function, which means that f is a Darbo'ux function. It is not difficult to cheok that then the Banaoh indioatrix of this function with respeot to I has the form HJ(P) 1 whan peS\|* 0 J, 0 when p?SuS, when p e S.
Then, however, is not a maaaurable funotion because (s£r 1 (D -S\{x o }.
In the further part of the paper wz shall give an additional condition under which the Banaoh .indioatrix of a Darboux function with respeot to a closed and looally connected set is a measurable function* So, let L denote the 6-ideal of all sets of the Lebesgue measure zero. Let us adopt the following •definition: Definition 3.
We say that a function Proof.
To prove the theorem, it suffices to demonstrate that, for any aeR, B^iN^) is a measurable set, i.e. that On tho ground of (4), seeing that CcAuBeL, we may infer OO that tha set LJ s®(f)us£(f) is Labesgue-measurable, which, a»n o ia view of the free choice of n , proves (1). It If no 5 ' 1 iff if; nit to notice tnat, under some modified aswaffiptiona cons a ¡mi rig th* transformations and She sets under ooa«ia«i:'E)tioflj one oan obtain »uccessive versions of the above the ore Ei Also, the follow-ir.". evident oroposition holds.
? ?
V v 0 p o 8 i t i a n i,i?6 f s R -H be a Darboux functloa aaeh th«st u^i f(¿^; J = 0. I'hen, for any set DcR 2 , K® is u iccsaimrabia <'<mcti or;, Knowing that, Ids* rf;; in Darboux functions, their Banaoh indioatrioes with ^aspect to eor--.e a?ts «re oe as arable functions, one can define {i .e « sinuiaz-way as, fox* instance, in [lS, Definition 2, p.217]) She variation of the function and, thereby, answer the qurjatica what it means that such a function possesses a bounded variation. Definition 6, Let f : B R 2 (Scfl 2 ) be a Darboux function whose Banach indicatrix K^ (Dc3) is a measurable function. We then say that the function f has a bounded variation in the sense of Banaoh on the eat a e 3 if f N?(p) dp < + oo. The value of the integral ( K?(&) dp Note that f : K-*> K q is a Darboux function. Indeed, let h be any arc contained in K" if LcK*, then f(L) = h*(L) is a connected set. In the case when Ln(K\K*) 4 {J, it can easily be seen that f(Ln(K\K*)) is a connected set; if we assume additionally that L nFr K* 4 then f(Ln(K\K*)) = = FP K 0 .
Consequently, assume that Ln Int K* 4 £ 4 Ln(K\K*) and suppose that f(L) is not a connected setj i.e. f(L) = AuB where A and B are separated sets. Denote A^ = iinf"^(A), B.| » L n f (B). Then A^ n B^ = i& but these sets are not separated. Without loss of generality let us assume that AyB-j 4 <5. Let x Q e A-jOB^. Then there exists a sequence |x n |cA 1 suoh that x Q « lim x n .
n-»<*> At present, we shall show that 
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It can be demonstrated that y e Fr K* and y fl e A^. Besides, note that a < s< s . n n o Prom the reasoning we hava carried out it follows that relationship (1) does take place.
In virtue of (1), we may infer that x Q eFr K*. Since f. " = h' ! is a continuous function, therefore, in IK view of (1), we may deduce that lim f(y n ) * fix )'é B and, il -» oo as {f(y fl )} cA, we obtain a contradiction with the supposition that A and B are separated pais* The contradiction obtained proves that f is really a Darboux function. It is not difficult to notice that f is e discontinuous function.
Obviously, V ( f) = m P (K ) < +», and so, f is a function K ^ 0 with bounded variation. Moreover, it is easy to verify that ç>Q(f,g)<€ where ç> Q denotes the metric of uniform convergence. Then V (f) i ) N^ip) dp • and, moreover, f(p) = g(p)
K il 2 " for peg" 1 (fi 2 \X0) and f(p)cKQ f.r peg~1(Kq) , thus p0(f,g)$ « dia K0 = E.
The first part of this theorem has been proved. We shall now prove the veracity of the ¡aeoond part of the theorem.
Let us adopt thp following notations:
V L 2 be a function defined as follows: let us assign to each point xe K1 a point x' being the point of intersection of a line Lx passing through the point x and parallel to the vector with coordinates and th® s 0 * L-| u L^,. Then k is a continuous function.
Let C be a nowhere dense perfect set contained in 1)«{(,}. Now, we shall assign to each set C^ c c, in a one-to-one way, some discontinuous Darboux function hr with 
